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For a long time you could use Google to make sure that word you want to use actually means what you think it means, but the search engine has just come a step closer to replacing your dictionary. From now on, Google's word search results will include synonyms, sample sentences, and some description of the word etymology. More detailed results include even a chart that shows how often a word is
used over time. The small menu also gives you the opportunity to quickly translate the word into other languages, and you can tap the microphone on the search bar to hear the results spoken aloud. The service will undoubtedly be useful for consumers and definitely lead to quicker responses when you really need to know the facts about the word. But scientists will point out that Google doesn't necessarily
have to say clearly where it gets this information from and therefore risks becoming an inaccurate de facto source of truth about the meanings of some words. This is important when the origin and even correct use of some words is moot. The move could also be challenged by well-known dictionary brands, many of which have online portals that Google now makes less useful. [Image via Flickr user: liz
west] Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions to purchase from our selected links. For children, solves are an invaluable learning tool. For many children, the dictionary is their first introduction to resource material and the dictionary can help them learn new words and expand their
vocabulary. A version of a good child can safely introduce children to new terms that are suitable for their age. Find the top five dictionaries for children below. English contains millions of words, but the average speaker uses only a small fraction of current terms and phrases. In addition to spelling and understanding new words, the dictionary can help users expand their English and improve grammar.
Effective children's eloquence includes comprehensive and easily comprehensible definitions and combine them with useful illustrations or photographs. The combination of visuals and words can help children understand new ideas or words that might otherwise be difficult to understand. When buying a dictionary for a child, make sure you have purchased a recent release. Especially in recent years, the
English language has become more fluid. The use of words and definitions may change, so it is important that your child has the latest releases to ensure that they understand the language correctly. If your child struggles to manage the dictionary and use it effectively, you can make it a game to help them. For your child to randomly select a word and ask you about its spelling and meaning; With thousands
of words available, you probably won't even know a few! Then you can change places and question your child. Using your dictionary in this way may more fun and can engage your child. When buying a dictionary, look for the age-appropriate one. While you may be tempted to buy a version that your child can use for years to come, he or she may be inundated with plain adult text versions. Buying a
dictionary specifically designed for your child's age group ensures that the content is appealing and easy to understand. The Merriam-Webster Children's Dictionary has more than 35,000 words and phrases and is a key resource for primary school children. Easy to use, the dictionary has circumference colors for each color of the alphabet so that children can quickly find the right section. There are photos
and illustrations that help visualize new phrases and words, and the book can help children in their course. The book has more than 800 solid pages, covers 35,000 words, uses a good type of size and has a number of special features. This includes 1,100+ color photos and other works of art, a 14-page reference section and a range of colors on different topics. There is information on how to use the
dictionary, as well as synonymous studies and word source sections. This dictionary contains many interesting color photos. Provides a very brief introduction to the use of dictionaries. It has more than 800 pages and contains a four-page thesaurus, a 10-page section on phonics and spelling, and a reference section. It also contains information about the use of words, synonyms, vocabulary building and
word history. As technology is constantly changing, even young children need to be aware of the latest concepts. That's why the schoolboy's vocabulary includes technology and social media concepts, as well as an expanded geography section. With thousands of words and terms, this dictionary is a great resource for high school students. Courtesy of Barnes &amp; Noble for toddlers, using dictionaries
can be irresistible. This version simplifies the process of photos and illustrations to help children understand new words. With more than 1,200 words, it can be a useful resource for toddlers and new readers. Finding a good vocabulary is an excellent investment in your child's education. These five picks provide excellent resources that are useful and suitable for young children. Do you know what a meteor
is, or what scientists think when they talk about cryogenics? Our collection of scientific concepts explains the meaning of some of the most common scientific ideas. RD.COM Arts &amp; Entertainment BooksSsudal editorial product is independently selected, although we may be compensated or receive an affiliate commission if you buy something through our links. Associated Newspapers/Shutterstock
The earliest dictionary in an English language was known as Table Alphabeticall. Produced by a man named Robert Cawdrey in 1604, it contained about 3,000 words. He didn't give definitions so much as synonyms; the author's purpose, he wrote, was to introduce more complex gentle women, or any other unqualified person, to better understand the scriptures and sermons. This adds new words to the
dictionary. Dmitry Elagin/ShutterstockYou might be surprised to learn what is the most mentioned word in The English language - that is, the word with the highest number of separate definitions. And, well, there are actually a few answers. The current winner is technically set, and has held the title since 1989. In that edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, the word had... Wait... 430 separate definitions.
But in the next (printed) edition of the OED, due out in 2037, there will be the new most well-documented word in the English language, and a new champion. According to the editors, the word running has now amassed 645 separate meanings... for the verb only! It's amazing to think that a three-letter word can have so much meaning. Berna Namoglu/ShutterstockMove more, antidisestablishmentarianism!
The longest English word that generally appears in dictionaries is pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis, the name of lung disease. It's got 45 letters. According to Lexico, this word was actually created to poke fun at long, overly technical medical terms. But the brain behind that word hasn't seen anything yet. The second, much longer word is actually considered the longest in English with
189,819 letters – and that's another scientific term. It's the name for a protein nicknamed titin. It would take a full 12 pages to write each letter, so, understandably, the solver decides to leave it out. GlebSStock/ShutterstockYes, the 28-letter anti-discrimination mentalism gets its title. It is considered the longest non-coined, non-technical word in most dictionaries. Admittedly, today is not a common use, as it
was created to refer to the Church of England in the 19th century. But the second word deserves to be shouted. According to Grammarly, incomprehension, with 21 letters, is called the longest word in common use. Turn your curious brain to learning these facts about every letter of the alphabet - though you may have no place in the memory for all the anti-disestablishmentarianism.
kuzmaphoto/ShutterstockThis is one of the weirdest stories about creating dictionaries! William Chester Minor was a Civil War veteran who suffered from severe paranoid schizophrenia after suffering the horrors of war. In fact, he repeated nightmares that there was an intruder in his room. One night in 1872, Minor shot at what he was sure of as an intruder— it turned out to be an innocent passer-by, and
Minor killed him. Minor confessed to the murder, explained what made him do it, and was handed over to broadmoor asylum.While he was incarcerated in an asylum, Minor began contributing to the Mail's volunteer system of the Oxford English Dictionary, sending the words to the dictionary's editor, James Murray. Murray discovered that Minor (who he didn't know was in the asylum!) the most prolific and
by far one of the most valuable associates. The two will eventually meet nearly 20 years after their correspondence began. I wonder what these early collaborators would think of the funniest words added to the dictionary of the decade! Casimiro PT/ShutterstockAt at the end of each year, you'll probably see a few lists of the funniest, weirdest, most slang-y words that were added to the dictionary that year.
But such lists contain only a hand-selected few of the 1,000 added to the dictionary each year! In 2020, for example, Merriam-Webster added 550 words during the first cycle in April, and during the second cycle it will publish even more. Of course, such additions are compensated with a dictionary of words that are ushed, for better or for worse. Stephen Orsillo/ShutterstockDictionary editors are just people,
so they make mistakes! Perhaps the most famous dictionary error of all time is the dord, the cheat word. While the editors were compiling words for Webster's New International Dictionary from 1934, the abbreviation card accidentally ended up in a pile of word cards. (The plan was to keep abbreviations and words separate.) The abbreviation was D or d, capital or lower letter D short for density. But since it
ended up in the word pile, it is printed in the dictionary as Dord, which means density. But no damage was done; no one noticed the error for five years! Sony Herdiana / ShutterstockIf it seems like it would be almost impossible for dictionary editors to remember every lonely word, you're right. When the first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary debuted, in 1888, it lacked the word bondmaid - and forgot to
include it for 50 years! An old-fashioned (even then) term for an enslaved girl, bondmaid was commonly used in the 16th century. It might be incredible that it took until the 1933 edition for the word bondmaid to finally appear, until you find out that it actually took 50 years for the second release to come out. Bodnar Taras/ShutterstockIn with the famous dord, there are still a lot of false words that ended up in
the dictionary. Several of them were derived from songs. One such word, which appeared in Richard Paul Jodrell's Philology in English in 1820, was phantomism. Although it sounds like a loyal fan base of some kind of ghost creature, it's actually a word that comes from the epic song Odyssey. Odysseus travels to the Underworld and makes offerings to phantom nations of the dead. Another word,
redripening, came from a Richard Savage song. (It was actually red-maturing, describing strawberries.) Jodrell included that in his compilation. These rotten poets; how dare you be creative with your use of language! The poet Oleg Krugliak/ShutterstockChildren Shel Silverstein wrote a poem called Memorizin' Mo, about a guy who memorized the dictionary. (We are anyone who has accomplished this feat
in real life.) She appeared in his collection of poems A Light in the Attic from 1981. Unlike the dictionary, the song is very short. The whole poem reads: Mo has memorized the dictionary but I just can't find a job or anyone who wants to marry someone who has memorized the dictionary. yes, it's a bit of a downer! Marriage aside, here RD.com we'll find someone who would remember the dictionary to be a
candidate for the job of your dreams! In the meantime, perhaps one of these ridiculous mistakes in the famous works of literature will cheer you up. IMG_191/ShutterstockOf all the words that are mixed with other words and which have diluted their meanings over time, dictionary.com declared one the most secable of all. Any speculation? That's ironic. Their argument is that the word is almost never used
properly - you'll most often hear that it used to mean something that was funny, accidental or unexpected. And while it can describe something that is any of these adjected, it must be funny, unexpected etc. So that's a much more nuanced word than its popularity would suggest - yet there are plenty of funny true examples of irony that give you a good idea of what that actually means.
Historia/ShutterstockColor and color. Program and program. Catalogue and catalogue. Why do British spellings have these extra letters? Well, not long after the Revolutionary War, the very pro-independence Noah Webster was adamant that America, officially its own country, should have a special way of spelling it out from the British. That's why the British and Americans spell color differently. He thought
many British spellings were overly meticulous and stuffed with redundant letters. So he wrote an essay in 1789 arguing that Americans were completely treacherous if they weren't completely on board with spelling reform. Years later, in 1806, he published the Computational Dictionary of English, which contained many of the Americanized spellings we still use today. However, not all of Webster's proposed
changes have become a reality. According to Vox, he wanted americans to spell the language like tung! anmbph/ShutterstockWhy would dictionary editors sometimes intentionally involve errors? To capture copyright infringement! Although copyright violators aren't the only ones to deal with - there's a clever way in which dictionary editors joke with each other. In addition to dictionaries, other resource
publications such as encyclopedias and maps throw a false word (or fact, or place), very deliberately. If the dictionary (or encyclopedia, or map) from another company, produced later, contains this false, planted trap, bingo! Scammers know that trick-or-treaters have stolen their work, rather than putting together and exploring words themselves. In the most famous case of this, the New Oxford American
Dictionary inserted the non-real word esquivalience into its 2005 edition. Look, there's an esquivalience, its false definition, on dictionary.com. (It's gone now.) Maradon 333/Shutterstock The letter that begins the least words in English is not particularly surprising: It's an X! It still starts a good 400 words in the current Oxford English Dictionary. But when good old Noah Webster first produced his competitive
English dictionary, the number of words that start with X was total... One! (It was, of all things, xebec, describing a three-masted Mediterranean ship.) Sources: British Library, Robert Cawdrey's A Table AlphabeticallLexico, pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosisGrammatically, The 14 longest words in The English LanguageAtlas Obscura, As the Oxford English Dictionary went from the Killer Pet
Project to the internet lexiconMerriam-Webster, We added new words to the dictionary for April 2020Philology in English, FantomizacijaWattpad.com, Light on tavanuDictionary.com, Is ironic the most zaislestic word in English? Vox.com: Why Americans and Britons spell riječiDictionary.com differently, Esquivalience Original published: 03 October 2020
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